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The Computer as
the Perfumer’s Helper

By Stanley E. Allured, Publisher, Perfumer& Flavorist

P, im umery an< computers are completely different, and

therefbre they compliment each otberperfectl% Perfumery
is a totally creative activi~, not hwed on any known scien-

tific or physiological rules or standards. Perfume~ is truly
a creative business where talent and experience count for

everything.
Computers are the perfect idiot. They will never have an

original creative thought, but they forget nothing and cal-
culate perfectly. They can give back to you whatever you p“t
in, nothing more and nothing less, By putting in the

tremencfom variety of detail tlrat every perfumer umst

accumulate over many yews of training and practice and
retrieving it quickly, the computer makes the perfumer’s job

both easier and more efficient.
f)nc of thenlajor advantages of a computer-based for-

mulating systenl is the retention of all formulation work
done hytbe company, whether experimental or final formulas

that are sold. This means that a formula file can be searched
fir odor characteristics, cost levels, sbability data and ap-

plication information. More than once 1have seen perfumers
searching frimticully through old notebooks to try to find
formula work previomly done that was never properly filed

or identified,
There are two bmic elements in a computer system. First

is a group of prq+ums that are used to organize ingredients

and to record the formulas as the pefiumer:s creative idwas

and inspirations, and to save, retrieve, modify and otherwise
manipulate previous formula work. Second is the database
of materials that the individual or company chooses to
include in the list of acceptable fragrance ingredients,

Programming for Perfumers

Database management systems are designed specifically
to store, process and manipulate data, There are several

well known computer database management systems avail.
able that cost a few hundred dollars. The two most popular

are Lotus 1,2,3 and dBase, and have proved their value in
thousands of different applications. There are certainly
millions of people who have mastered these systems and
who run thousands of applications in every conceivable area

of human activity

Several perfumers are among this group that more than
ten years ago started constructing perf~lmery databases to
run on standard programs. Any individual who takes the

time to learn one of these programs, and to key in the data
on materials can get excellent results.

This is the cheapest way to get into a computer program
(cheap in money, not in time). It is well suited to m
individual perfumer who works independently, whether
inside or outside a perfumery company.

There are severe limitations to this system when more
than one perfumer is to work with the same data, and

expansion is not practical beyond the single user, The
problems of security, supetisicm and control as well as
functions like combining formulas, screening formulas for

various safety, stability and regulato~ proposes, etc. are
really too cumbersome and time consuming to be practical,

Specially mitten programs are the answer, and several
major companies have followed this route to privately

written perfumery programs.
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I The CotnpLIter as the Perfumer’s Helper

This leads us to the few commercially avtilable computer

programs that I know ofspecificdly written forperfumwy use.

PERFORM by XICIS Corporation

William Bmgger, a chemist working several years ago at
IFF, and personally involved in computer programming,

became part of a team to prepare a program for the IFF
Perfume~ Department,

Shortly after completing the job, he left to work on other

computer program development dealing with chemical
reseach and synthesis. He was then approached by industq

people who had experience with his perfumery programs
while at I FF and was w ked to produce a commercial

program for the industry The result was the “PERFORM”
program, first released in 1989 and subsequently used by

some of the largest per fumev companies in the world.

INFORM Computer Program

Robert Mdeeny, who bas had many years of experience
in this industry, started the development of a computer

program for formulation work in flavors and fragrances

eight years ago It has since then been in constant use and
development in his own company Flavor & Fragrance

Specialticx.
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INFORM II is a PC-operated computer system whose
primary functions are to create, edit and price formulas,
generate work orders, and maintain a perpetwal invento~
system It is written in dBase—with INFORM the user cm

also purchase a materials database and a vendor dt+tabme.
Central to the INFORM II program is an inventmy

database containing more than 3,500 ingredients with their
prices, vendors and reference product code. This invento~
is divided into 22 categories, such as essential oils, extracts,

botanicds, chemicals, solvents, bases, etc. Each emt~ also
has a number of optional fields where such information as

FEMA number, CAS number, odor and flavor descriptors,

GC retention times, etc. maybe entered.
A vendor database is also included with names, ad-

dresses ancf other details on sources for these materials.

A formula database is a third file that contains all of the
company’s formulas for flavors, fragrances, bases and accords

and provides such information as cost, yieki, physical
characteristics and manufacturing information

INFORM IIis unintegrated system where additional

modules produce work orders to manufiwturing which
interacts with the perpetual inventory system to indicate

materials that mmtbe re-ordered,
A complete file of sample activity is also maintained so that

a record is ke~t of all sam]]les of ewh formula sent out to
vwiouscustorners, as well as arecordofdl customer sales.

A new module giving retention times ofarmna chemicals

has just been completed and may be accessed by the

retention timeon carbmv~coh]m norsilicr mecnlumnor

alphabetically.

FORMPACK

This is a formulation and manufacturing control system
for the flavor and fragrance indust~ written by Mitmn

Computor Setices in ZIM from Sterling So fhware, Inc. of
Britain. It can run on a variety of computing platforms
including IBM compatible PCs, IBM RS-6000, Data C,enerd,

DEC VAX, and others.
There are three major operation areas in FORMPAK:

● St[]ek Items ancl For,nlllatioll D(<velopmerlt

● Stock Control,Ord erProcessingand
Production Management

● SecwityandMaintenance

Stock items and formula development include the data-

l~ase of all materti.ls and formulas in the system. When a
formulation is created, modified or displayed, the following

are shown on the screen:

. TotalConcentraticm

● Component Concentration
● Formulate onUnitCost
● Component Unit Cost
● Component Cost per Unit of Formulation
. Component Cost Dates

partial key selection is used throughout, and where

applicable, a window of items appear on the screen that
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match the partial code. The cursor is then moved to the
required item and selected by a function key. This cuts

down keybowd time and makes it very easy to select an item
when the exact code is unknown,

Stock Control, Order Processing and Production Man-

agement are provided in a module that will produce orders,
maintain stock inventory based on production orders, etc.

Operations of a Perfumery Program

All programs operate in generally the same way, so a

general description oftbe operations ofthis type of’pmgrmn
are given below, However, there are quite significant

differences between these programs, and only a debailed
review of the program at a computer terminal with one
familiar with each particular system will give a trwe picture

of the inditidwal features.

A formula is constructed by entering materials from a list
of materials in the Database of the system, and the number

of’parts fur each nr~teritd. The system will pickup the price
listed fin each pmd”ct, and continuously give a cost of the

formula as it is being developed. There rndy be more than

one “book of materials in the system, each one for special
product types, special countries or parts of the world, or for
other special purposes. Each such book will give cmly those

materials approved for that purpose or area, and also the
price applicable for that purpose,

As each material is added to a formula, automatic re-
calculations u-e made to show changes in the unit costs and

total costs. It may he possible to have other formulas on the
screen for compwision while working on a new formula, It

may also be possible to add materials in dilution. At any

time materials may be added, removed, and individual
qwantitites changed, with the cost figures reflecting these

changes. The column of costs for each material may be
given in

1. money figures per pound or kilo,

2. percent cost in the formula,
3. percent weight in the formula,

4. actual cost in the formula, or

5. parts per thousand in the formula.

At anytime the materials maybe sorted on the screen by

cost, alphabetically and sometimes by other criteria.
There is often a considerable amount of background

information on eiwh material in the database, and this cm

often he brought up to the screen during formulation work.
Mmt programs have a provision for using compounded

bases in a formula. This requires the ability to “explode” the
formula to he able to see all the individual ingredients in the

formula
It is LNwdly possible to add personal notes to each

formula.
Managing security for formulas, and for data used with

them, is an obvious requirement for any system. A formula
file is maintained for each perfumer, which cm be entered
for modifying and other purposes. PerflIme~ projects are

organized and maintained. Formulas cm be grouped by
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customer or by some company purpose.

Odor descriptions for each material should be a pm-t of
Dabahase, and it is particularly helpful if this field cm be
used during the formulation process. The odor descriptors
may be a combination of terms placed in the sytem for

everyone to me, and me or mare terms persmuil to the

perfumer.

Msterials Database

The database of materials is made up of all materials that

management wishes to allow the perfumer to use, with
related data on each material, such as cost, safety reg”l atmy

considerations, cmtmner or product screens, etc. All of this

data must be laboriously keyed in by the company before

any computer operation can begin.

The only published comprehensive list of fragrance
materials is “Flavor& Fragrance Materials” from All”red
Publishing containing ;Lbout 3,700 materials. As far as

actual different chemical molecules and derivatives ofnatw
ml products is cuncerned, this list is pmhably at least 98%

complete for even the largest company. The list includes all
GRAS materials for flavor MC, all those with a published

RIFM monograph, and al I natural derivativc~s of’ matwzd
materials, as well as all materials that have been listed by
known suppliers to the indust~. This list is not available in

computer f<mn.

There is only one computer database of materials in mu
industry that 1know of’that is available for purchase, It is a

part of “INFORM” and cm be ordered as part of that
program or sepiwatc]y, This has the great advantage of

elilninatingbllnclrecls oflmurs of workin keybowdingin the
data on thousands of rnatc:rials, Even though this list will be
specifically only of ’those materials in cmmnt me at Flawm

& Fragrance Specialties, this will certainly contain the great
majority of any ccmqmnyt? list,

Fragrance materials not cm published lists are primarily
made up of capti”e chemicals de”eloped md kept by the

fragrance company for internal use, and natural materials
processed to specifications particular to a emtmner for his

exclusive use, Of course evmy company has bases created

by per ftunersfbr their own use, and often held for internal
use or sold to a limited group of other fragrance houses,

The most specifically tailored datdmw for perfumery is
the one made up of the matel-ials reviewed by RIFM in its
safety evaluation program This, together with the GRAS

list of flavor materials compiled and reviwed by the FEMA

e~ert pmel till provide the pm furnerwitb a gr(fiit majority

of perfummy materials.

“Fkwor-Base,” Leffingwell & Associates, is an extensive

base of flavor materials principally that w-e GRAS (Ckner-
ally Recognked As Safe) as determined by FEMA and the
U.S. Government. Files include:

1. Over 1,7s50 m+tural and synthetic flavor rrvaterids
including flavor descriptions and levels of flavor
me. Threshold daha is included on over 180 of

these materials.
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2. Natural essential oils and absolutes with
composition data.

3. Foods and natural products with qualitative and
quantitative occurrence of GRAS nature identicd
flavor chemicals.

4. Over 1,500 bibliographic citations to the flavor
literature searcl~able by key subject words.

This database is in IBM PC compatible form and in cfBase

format.
Another useful database is produced by the TNO Re-

search Croup in Holland. For years they have compiled the
most authoritative database in the world from over 3,000

literature references describing analytical work on food.
This database, ‘While Compounds in Foods,” provides

qualitative and qwmitative data on the volatile compounds
found in more than 300 foods and beverages. This database

is a primary source used for identification of ‘hature-
identicd” flavor chemicals. This database is available on

disk and in printed form.

Three dababases have been prepared by Boelens Aroma

Chemical Information Service (BACIS). FRM is a database

of flavor raw materials containing over 2,400 flavor mate-
rials with related daha on each. For each, there is an
indication of the natural occurrence of flavor and its appli-

cations.

CNS is a database of perfumery aroma chemicals includ-

ing chemical identiiy, commercial names, CAS numbers,

and names of suppliers.

ESO is m essential oil dababase of over 800 essential oils

with quantitative analysis, references to data and botanical
names. Chemical names and CAS numbers of over 2,000

components are included.

There are a host of other computer-based databases that

are more or less useful to perfumers depending on their
method of working and their level of interest. An example
is the database file named KOVATS. DB containing Kovats

indices and principle MS fragment ions for essential oil

components and other volatiles that are primarily flavor
chemicals, written in the “Paradox” program. A separate
file REF.DB contains references to the original documents.
The daea has been compiled from recent literature and

cxm?ains about 4,3oo entries (although many are multiple

entries for different data on the same compound). Inquiries
can be made on a range uf Kovats indices and also by
molecular weight or by the ion of greatest abundance. A

n:lme can also be searched: For instance, “germacrene”
produced 31 answers.

Automatic Sample Waighing

As the creative work of tbe perfumer has been simplified

and made more efficient, a single perfumer can now pro-

duce more creative work which then afso requires more
~ample prepdmtion for evaluation.

The bottleneck then moved “downstream” to the tech-
nicim position and something is now required to apply the
computer and automation to the production of perfume
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wmples. Several companies have accomplished this step
with a more or less automatic weighing of perfume samples.

The Henkal Syatam

The system for automatically weighing out perfume

samples was successfully started late in 1988 at the Henkel
Fragrance Center in Krefeld, Germany. Acentrdprocessor

controls all of the weighing operations.
llefmgrance materiafstbat can be delivered inliquidform

are arranged in rectangles in stainless steel receptacles from
0.5 to 5 liters. These are ail under slight positive pressure of

nitrogen and ae connected by Teflon tubes to metering vafve
stations arranged in a circle below. The end of the tubes are

capillaries of stainless steel, tbe diameter of which regulates

the fiquid flow capaci~ with greiat precision.
The containers receiving the perfume sample are bar

coded and when placed on the weighing scale, the computer
retrieves the formula and begins to pass the receptacle un-

derneath the delive~ capillaries.
The receptacle pauses under each one where a fragrance

component is to be deposited and the required vafve opens,
widely at first for a fast flow, and more restricted toward the

end of the delivery quantity. The actuaf quantity defivered at
each position is electronically recorded by weight for a find

printout of the formula containing the required amount of
each material and the amount actuafly weighed into the
receptacle.

Dry ingredients or others that cannot flow through this

system are added by hand aftenward.

Sample receptacles with the required bar code we placed
on the conveyor feeding this equipment and are stored on a
conveyor after they have been completed. The entire operation

mmtinues automatically fur 24 houn each day

The Yamamoto System

Acnmpact automatic weighing system has been developed

by the Yamamoto Perfume~ Co., Ltd. of Osaka, Japan. This
is a smafl perfumery company that developed their own

system and are offering it for sak
Individual modules contain the controls for 40 inditidud

materials. About 200 grams of rmateriafs are in a storage bottle
behindtbe module feeding tubes through each module where
wolves are placed to control the flow. In principle, any number

of these modules can be connected together, and the model at
Yamamoto is now using five modules with a total of about 200
rmateriafs fed into five separate stations. Air pressure in each

of the supply bottles powers the system.
Tbe operator at a PC enters the formula which controls afl

of the valves on each of the lines.

After entering the system, a container is placed on the
turntable which takes it to each of the five stations in turn.

The container rides on the turnbable on the scale which
records the actual amount of materiafpkwed into the container
from vach station. This gives a check on the actual formula in

the bottle and aftows the technician to make any necess~
adjustments afterward.

Normafly e~ch formula will receive about 70% of the
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materials required in this automatic system with the rmnain-
der being added by hand afterward.

It w.is fmmd that the ternpemture in this mom lrad to be
kept very even in order to improve the accuracy of the

weighing system
The original machine was designed in 1988 with the im

stallation in wady 1989, The first prototype was actually i“
production in July 1989.

Dosilux—The Weighing Robot

Sistemas Industries Aplieados, an engineering company

bekm@gto the Electmlu. (;mup, in moperdtion withLucta,
the major Spmish perfume company has developed an inno-
vative system for the weighing of perfhme samples.

Storage revolving modules with 60 containers of materi-

als are combined into an integrated unit to provide 240 w
more materials. The containers have been designed so that

they are double, cylindrical and concentric. Vwiows inner
capacities with the smne exterior volume result by modifj4ng
the diameter of the inside of the container. Capacities of
normal ccmt??iners sue 200, 500, 1,000”or 1,500 millilitres. In

this way, the system may be adapted to the volume and
frequency of’use, each material minimizing the length of time

that they remain imide the machine, thus avoiding classic

problems of quality due to aging of rarely used products.

A programmable algorithm implemented in the soft-

ware allows a variable flow of the measure material under
nitrogen pressure depen dingon the quantityto be allocated

and the exactness required An electronic precision scale
(0.001 gr.) reports the actual weight of the dmse to the

control system.

The dmage process continues independently in each
module of 60 containers into the bottle receiving the for-
mula, which is situated on an electronic precision scale. The

bottle moves from module to module until it has been

completed.

The dosage algorithm controls the closed loop process

taking into account tbe exactness required, tbe viscosity of
the product and the weight to be allocated for each of the
components,

A computer and two microcomputers run tbe various

control levels of tbe modules which configure the system in
red time.

One of’the microprocessors is dedicated to the control of

the periphemls, while the other deals exclusively with the
positioning of the cylindrical storage containers and with

the simultaneous dosage process of all the system? scales.

Van Wyk Engineering

A system of quite a different sort has been operational in

a major company for several months. This system takes a

rack of 99 sample bottles, and brings each supply bottle in

turn to this nick. Any of the 99 samples requiting that

component will receive the required amount, and tbe next

component bottle will then be brought to the pipetting
machine. When all the component bottles required by the
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formulas in the rack are filled up, a new rack of 99 sample

bottles is positioned for filling.

The pipet is based on the use of a capillary needle with

a syringe which is really a high-precision piston pump. The

pump sucks and delivers liquid through the needle. The

contact of the needle with the liquid in the sample bottle

allows the delivery of very small quantities with a re-

producible accuracy of 0.001 grams. This pipet system

permits the preparation of 50-gram samples with minor

components with very high accuracy. A special cleaning
station is used for the needle. Up to 2,fE28 component
bottles can be used in this system.

What’a in the Future?

An All Iruhtnj Data Bme: It would certainly be very

efficient and convenient if a single database arrangement
were standard within the industry so that certain informa-

ticm could be communicated between suppliers, users and
customers regarding flavor and fragrance materials. With

the right kind of controls and planning, a database of flavor
and fragrance materials could he bawd on a numeric system
for identification and coordination

The Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) number is ided
for aroma chemicals. However, there are serious problems

with mitural materials and bases as they would require the
creation of phoney CAS numbers in order to accommodate

all of the industry’s products.

In publishing Flavor& Fragrance Materials, Allured has

established a code number based on the FEMA number.
This provides a four-digit number for each material for a

total of 10,000 different possibilities.

I Iowever, it is quit{: obvious that this is simply not broad

enough to encompass aII of the flavor and fragrance mate-

rials, and their variations and combinations. However, it is
vmy convenient since the FEMA number provides (viii the

supporting Scientific Literature Review) a regulato~ and

technical definition. Thus, lemon oil (FEMA No. 2625) is
natural and C,RAS for food use.

Since any databme would have to accommodate varia-

tions, the four-digit number followed by a dash and a three-
digit addendum would provide a total of 999 variations on

each given product Even for such proliferated materials as
lemon oil and makmoss extract—the 999 limit should prm
vide more than enough possible variations.

Odor Descriptions

It seems inevitable that more extensive and sophisti-
cated odor descriptors will be used in order to make the
replacement of materials easier and quicker. While some of

this is now being done, it will be far more important when
much better understanding is gained ofthe stmcturelodor

relationships of aroma cbemcials.

The same might he done fur perfume formulas where

?xtensive odor characteristics combined with cost stability
and other considerations could pinpoint a desired formula
with great accuracy.
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS

PERFORM
Wlllam E. Brugger, PhD
XICIS C0rpr3ratim-
P. O. Box 130
Scotrun, PA 18355
Telephone 777-620-0377
Fax 717-620-0360

INFORM
Robed T. Maleeny
Flavor & Fragrance Specialties
530 Commerce Street
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Telephone 201/337-6330
Fax 201/337-7058

FORMPAK
Mitron Computer SewIces
6 Bumetts Gardens
Horton Heath
Eastleigh

S057SY ENGLAND

DATABASES

INFORM
Robert T, Maleeny
Flavor & Fragrance Specialties
530 Commerce Street
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Telephone 201 /337-8330
Fax 201 /337-7058

,’CNS,, Perlumery Materials

“FRM” - Flavor Materials
‘tESO - Esse”ticII oils
SACIS

Boelens Aroma Chemical Information
Service

Green van Pflnsterelaan 21
1272 GB Huizen, THE NETHERLANDS
Telephone 31-21 52.5355S

Leffingwell & Associates
Dr. Jack Leffingwell
Route 1, Box 22
Arbor Hill Road
Canton, GA 30114
Telephone 404-SS9-5111

TNO Nutrition & Fmd Research
Dr. H. Maarse
P. O. BOX360
3700 AJ Zeist, THE NETHERLANDS
Telephone 31340444144
Telex 40022
Fax 31340457224

“Kovats,3 Database
Leonard M. Lbbey
Department of Food Science&

Technology
Oregon State University
Cowallis, OR 97331

Perfumed Software Limited
88, Trajan Walk, Heddon-on-the Wall
Newcastle upon Ryne, NE 15L
ENGLAND

AUTOMATIC SAMPLE PREPARATION

Dr. Alexander Boeck
Henkel KGaA

Postfach 1100
D-4000 Dusseldorf 1
GERMANY
Telephone 2151-577230

Yamamoto Perfumery Co., Ltd.
3-6, 1-chome, Kitakyuhoji-Macti
Chuo-ku, Osaka 541, JAPAN

Telephone Osaka (06) 261.5801
Fax Osaka (06) 261.5803

Telex 64317
Electrolux

Sistemas Industtiales Aplicados SA
Sant Ferran, 233
E-08205 Sabadell, Spain
Telephone 343-7115804
Fax 343-711 1701

Van Wyk Engineering Systems BV
Rietlanden 3
1948 NE Beverwijk

The Netherlands
Telephone 31.2510.1 4350/20542
FIIX 31-2510-21203

‘~
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